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Spreading Hope in SeptemberSpreading Hope in September

September is childhood cancer awareness month. Mattie Miracle
acknowledges all the courageous children and families affected by
this disease. On average, 46 children a day46 children a day  are diagnosed with
cancer and seven children a dayseven children a day die from the disease in the United
States (Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results Cancer Statistics
Review/National Cancer Institute, 2012). However, treating childhood
cancer effectively requires a comprehensive approach that addresses
both the medical and psychosocial aspects of care. 

Mattie Miracle is committed to advocating for and providing
psychosocial care to children with cancer and their families. Thanks
to our amazing supporters, we are able to fund psychosocial
research, awareness and advocacy campaigns, as well as provide
direct care. We invite you to read the message below from a family at
Children's Hospital at Sinai (Baltimore, MD). Our child life specialist,
Adina LevitanAdina Levitan, is making a difference in the lives of children and
families each day as they cope with the unimaginable. We are
grateful that, in the midst of cancer treatment, families thoughtfully
share their feedback.

A Message from the Mother of Abby (a 4-year-old patient):A Message from the Mother of Abby (a 4-year-old patient):

"My daughter, Abby, is a spunky, likes to be in control, book and art
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obsessed 4-year-old. Her diagnosis of brain cancer came out of the
clear blue and hit all of us hard in December of 2019. Going from
normal life to hospital life was hard, especially for Abby. She was
used to being active and doing things. Ms. Adina was one of the first
people Abby met upon being admitted for her port and G-tube surgery
before chemo. Abby instantly bonded with Ms. Adina and was so
excited over the little surprises she would bring her. Abby literally
went nuts over the playroom and all the art she could do, a kitchen to
play in, and tons of books to read. When Abby was super sick after
chemo, Ms. Adina brought Abby art supplies to her room, movies,
and was there for moral support. There were days Abby would talk to
NO one, including myself, except for Ms. Adina. She helped Abby get
through some very low times while she was super sick. She has
brought various resources into Abby's room to help her cope with her
hair loss. Books, gorgeous Disney princess crochet hats, and a bald
Barbie to name a few. When I tell Abby we have to go to the hospital
for medicine, she starts to get nervous. But as soon as I say, “Ms.
Adina will be there!” she perks right up, and tears dry. Ms. Adina is
absolutely crucial to Abby's chemo journey and has helped her get
through so much already. We are so thankful for her and the Mattie
Miracle Cancer Foundation for providing such services here at Sinai. I
can say for sure that Abby's chemo journey would be very different
and much more difficult without this service."

It's Not Just About The Medicine!It's Not Just About The Medicine!  SMSM

What is it?What is it?

Childhood cancer is as much a psychological disease
as it is a physical one in which children and families
need help managing the day-to-day isolation, pain,
treatment challenges, and the consequences on their
daily life. Childhood cancer threatens every aspect of a
family's life and the possibility of a future.

Psychosocial care can be defined as services and
interventions that support patients, their families, and
health care providers to better manage the
psychological, behavioral, and social aspects of illness,
and to promote better health outcomes (IOM, 2008).
The provision of psychosocial care has been shown to
yield better management of common disease-related
symptoms and the adverse effects of treatment such as
pain and fatigue (Jacobsen et al., 2012).

We invite you to read Mattie Miracle's chapter outlining
the psychosocial issues faced by children with cancer in
the textbook, Sarcoma: A Multidisciplinary Approach ToSarcoma: A Multidisciplinary Approach To
TreatmentTreatment..

Read MoreRead More
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Hot Off the Press!Hot Off the Press!

In 2015, Mattie Miracle funded the publication
of the Psychosocial Standards of Care for
Children with Cancer and Their Families in a
supplemental issue of Pediatric Blood &
Cancer. The Standards are the mostmost
downloadeddownloaded publication in this journal over
the past five years! 

The Standards provide a blueprint for the
psychosocial services all children with cancer
and their families should receive. Though the
spirit and intent of the Standards are
celebrated by clinicians and treatment
centers, significant barriers and challenges
impact implementation.

To overcome these barriers and to address
the requests for guidance on how to apply the
Standards of Care in clinical practice, the
Psychosocial Standards Toolkit Psychosocial Standards Toolkit was
developed. This evidence based Toolkit is
comprised of the Matrix Matrix (a Likert based
assessment to help clinicians rate how well
their treatment program is meeting each
Standard of Care) and GuidelinesGuidelines (an
evidence-based road map that will help
programs improve their score on the Matrix
and thereby more effectively meet each
Standard of Care).

Thanks to the amazing Standards leadershipStandards leadership
teamteam, the Matrix and Guidelines were recently
published in Pediatric Blood & CancerPediatric Blood & Cancer. The
Foundation paid for open access, so that the
Toolkit could be disseminated widely at no
cost. The Standards, with its companion
Matrix and GuidelinesMatrix and Guidelines, offers treatment sites
the necessary tools to provide the highest
quality of psychosocial care to children with
cancer and their families.

Read MoreRead More

CongratulationsCongratulations

Adina LevitanAdina Levitan is Mattie Miracle's child life
specialist at Children's Hospital at Sinai
(Baltimore, MD). Adina recently earned the title,
Child Life Specialist of the MonthChild Life Specialist of the Month . She was
nominated for this award by her 4-year-old
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patient, Abby.

As a child life specialist, Adina supports children
with cancer using evidence-based,
developmentally and psychologically appropriate
interventions including therapeutic play,
preparation for procedures, and education to
reduce fear, anxiety, and pain.

We are proud of the way Adina lives out Mattie
Miracle's mission and we are honored to be able
to directly support children and their families in
this way.

It's That Time of YearIt's That Time of Year
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our 10th Annual
Candy Drive will be held virtuallyvirtually this year. We
are grateful to our amazing community, who
contributed 18,000 pounds18,000 pounds of candy to Mattie
Miracle in 2019. 

Our Candy Drive helps to stock our FREE SnackFREE Snack
& Item Carts & Item Carts at local hospitals. These Carts
serve over 1,500 families1,500 families a year! Candy is highly
sought after and considered almost a necessity
to help families manage through the long hours
of caregiving in the hospital.

Participation is easy! You can purchase candy
and other items through our Amazon Wish ListAmazon Wish List or
you can drop off candy drop off candy at our Arlington, VA
location. Candy MUST be in its store bought
vacuum sealed bags, and received by November
8! Contact usContact us for more information.

Amazon Wish ListAmazon Wish List
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